
Minutes for the April 14 SBSC meeting 

Present: Roxanne McCaffrey, Charles Kenny, Patrick White, Michael Nathan, Thomas Schuler, 
Michael Buffoni, Jim Wilusz, Gary Kleinerman  

Also attended : Richard Seltzer, William Loutrel         Absent: Gary Johnston  

Patrick White  called the meeting to order  

Minutes of our last March 04, 2020 meeting were approved 
In attendance where the following the discussion turned to the following 
 
MN discussed waiting for GZA the Net Benefit Program 
This program what is already done but needed approval by Town for payment. 
A copy of the Net Benefit Program Will be sent to each member 
 
NOI issues on Harvester we’re discussed 
 
MB spoke about testing: ordered a flo-meter exam: 
Testing was to be done April 28.  
Besides bowl also testing Lily Brook 
Gave an overview on testing: 
Looking for triggers that would signal algae bloom is waiting to happen 
 
In deepest part of the lake a Sonde and sampler are dropped every 5 meters 
Health of lake, oxygen levels and a whole host of issues can be analyzed 
Plankton samples:  Large quantities =healthy lake 
We are saving money by having MB do the testing 
GZA and Dr. Kortman will analyze the results. 
 
CK : The BOH regulations coming from Dr. Kortmann and when they hopefully will be in place. 
The testing last year showed 90,000 oscillatoria at depth of 31 feet. So it was not perturbed by 
the Harvester. This would be the same benchmark for other interventions such as herbicides. 
If Dr. Kortmann recommendations show no threat of a cyanobacteria bloom, then process can 
continue 
 
PW: asked what % of the lake is the littoral zone. No one knew for sure. He believes it is 
approximately 40 of the 372 acres. The littoral zone is the area of the lake that supports 
vegetation. 
PW: asked about budget for dredging  
MN: We do not have enough information from NHESP to determine the cost. 
 Need guidelines to know how much we can dredge 
GK:  Zebra Mussel update: 
 Discussed monitors safety – perhaps self-monitoring 



RM:  Masks needed 
 
MN: At last meeting CK suggested assigning 2-3 people to various projects 
Prioritizing most important issues lake is facing 
Let’s look at the Bowl 20-30 years from now and visualize what we have to do to make this a 
healthy lake for the Stockbridge residents. 
 
3 major issues:  
1) Cyanobacteria bloom 
2) (Restoration Project) Dredging of outlet and around island  
3) Invasive species issues 
 
RM: The need to creating a “Lake management Program” 
A holistic program. RM felt agencies will more likely agree to our issues and requests. 
 
MN: NHESP has 1 issue and that is snails- LMProgram has been mentioned to them 
PW: does NHESP understand what happens if bowl becomes a bog 
MN: We have told them countless times that the restoration /dredging makes for a better 
habitat for snails. NHESP has designated the outlet a “potential habitat’ even though no snails 
were found there. NHESP does not seem to understand the implication to our community. That 
is why we may need community help/town help/BOH help/ Smitty P 
 
RM: importance of LMP getting on warrant -as a defined commission protected by bylaw. 
Working with limnologist and biologist, bring in these expert opinions in order to make our 
case. 
 
MN: we have done 80% of this- brought in best snail expert Dr. Coote 
Also Explained economic ramifications to the community. 
 
We perhaps need political help If Net Benefit Program does not pass 
 
CK: Clarified his position on how to weigh in on Restoration/dredging project: 
Spoke about seeing potential health risk for cyanobacteria bloom because of intervention of 
NHESP in protecting snails. 
We need the experts, more studies, monitoring,  to weigh in on this risk of NHESP intervention. 
If shows that NHESP intervention is a potential o risk to more CBlooms then BOH would go to  
Dept of Public Health with information/studies and ask them to weigh in against NHESP. 
 
TS: asked about other entities faced with similar situations: 
 
RSeltzer: Spoke about meeting set up by Smitty Pignatelli with governors’ office , DEP, 11 
government officials including town and SBA trying to get to a consensus on this issue.  
At the end NHESP was interested in snail only. 
 



MN: SB is unique. Only body of water with a snail issue. Laurel lake has snails but not dredging. 
 
William Loutrel : concerned about nothing being done. Many plans just seem to fade away. 
RM: this commission is set up for this issue. We are one community ,one lake, represented by 
Town government and members of SBA.. 
 
MN: back up plan needed if GZA proposals are rejected. 
RS: agreed with MN and mentioned that besides Smitty adding Adam Hind to the group. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


